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Masters Swimming Ontario 

Board of Directors Meeting 

Skype meeting 
Sunday, October 29, 2017 

 

MINUTES 

 
Board Members Present:  

Brian Sheridan 

Brigitte Zirger 

Beth Carey 

Sue Weir 

Carla Oliveira 

 

Board Members Regrets:  

Jake Nesovic 

Andrea Schwartz Smith 

 

Meeting began at 7:10pm, quorum confirmed.   

Beth could only attend for 30 minutes, the order of the agenda was altered accordingly. 

 

1. Try a Meet - Symposium 

Beth and Sue have been working on organizing the Swim Symposium scheduled for December 

The budget is estimated at approximately $1,200 which includes pool rental, lifeguards, room 

rentals.  Two speakers have confirmed attendance at no cost; Beth and Sue are also looking to 

arrange for a Nutritionist to speak. 

 

Beth and Sue are working on the meet package to submit for sanctioning.  In the mean time, 

Beth circulated to the board a Save the Date announcement to be published.  Brigitte has 

provided feedback on the announcement.  The announcement will be updated and posted on 

the website. 

 

The proposed cost to members was $20 which would require a minimum of 60 people to break 

even.  The Board recommended charging $30 per member reducing the break even point at 40 

swimmers.  Beth will confirm cancellation penalties with the pool in the event registration is too 

low. 

 

Motion 1: MSO to allocate $1,200 for the proposed Symposium and fun meet to be held in 

December. 

Moved by Beth Carey, Seconded by Brigitte Zirger. All in favor, motion passed. 
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2. Single Event Registration for Provincials 

Brigitte indicated the SER fee for multi day events was discussed in the last meeting and the fee 

was not set. 

 

Motion 2: To raise the SER to $10 for multi day meets, such as Provincials. 

Moved by Brigitte Zirger, Seconded by Beth Carey.  All in favor, motion passed. 

 

3. Approval of Meeting Minutes 

Carla circulated the meeting minutes from the October 5th meeting.  Brigitte provided updates.  

The approval of the minutes was deferred to the next meeting. 

 

4. Follow up from last meeting 

Thornhill invoice – Brian spoke with Ian regarding the outstanding invoice.  Ian has offered to 

pay the remaining balance in installments.  An updated statement will be sent to Ian.  

 

MSC Invoice – Brian spoke with Doug Hannum who will wait until the MSO AGM regarding the 

MSC invoice.  A Notice of Motion has been submitted to apply the extra funds collected back to 

MSO’s general operating fund. 

 

Medals for Provincials – Brigitte has been in contact with providers who have standard designs 

that can be printed in house to save money; estimates forthcoming.  Currently MSO does not 

have any remaining inventory of medals, new ones need to be ordered and now is a good time 

to change the design.  Ribbons will remain the same.   

 

5. Swim Ontario Update 

Dan Thompson contacted Brian Sheridan and indicated that Swim Ontario does not want to 

compete with MSO’s provincials.  SO is looking for a team to host provincials at end of April.  

Brigitte pointed out that SO could joint sanction MSO Provincials with MSO’s insurance.  Dan 

indicated to Brian that would not be an option; Brigitte confirmed it can be done and SO could 

work with MSO to facilitate.  SO may be working on securing time at a long course pool in which 

case SO Provincials could be held as a long course meet differentiating it from MSO Provincials. 

 

Brian indicated the Masters committee on SO is in a much better position to effect change in SO 

for Masters. 

 

6. AGM Planning 

Carla explained that the hotel space charges $99 for a conference phone.  Skype for Business 

can be used for members to access the meeting however it will not be a conference line, 

members will need to use their computers/phones to access the meeting.  Using Skype for 

Business will not incur any additional costs. 

 

Brigitte pointed out that attendance needs to be better tracked, several members were not 

accounted for in last year’s meeting. Brigitte will have a list of registered clubs and Carla has 

prepared a sign in sheet to obtain the pertinent details.   
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Carla has not yet received any nominations for the board; a reminder will drafted to be posted 

on the website which will also include instructions for accessing the meeting on Skype. 

 

7. Pre AGM in Ottawa 

Brigitte proposed a pre AGM meeting a week prior to the AGM in Ottawa where the board can 

review the AGM package, have a conversation and report back at the AGM in Toronto.  Jake and 

Andrea have both indicated they can attend.  Brigitte will work out the details of scheduling the 

meeting. 

 

8. MSO Facebook post 

Brian asked about Brigitte’s recent post on Facebook:  ‘Competitiveness comes from your heart 

and mind.’  Brigitte explained that SO has introduced 2 categories of swimmers: competitors 

and non competitors.  Swimmers should not need to define themselves as competitors or non 

competitors. 

 

9. Swim meets 

Brian has not been receiving all meet details submitted.  Brigitte will review the competition 

chair email which is cc’ing emails to Brian.  Brigitte explained she is working on an option to 

offer registration through the MSO system which can collect entries and payment if needed. 

 

Thornhill has asked for email addresses of registrants to send heat sheets and meet details.  The 

board agreed email addresses can be shared for the purposes of MSO sanctioned events only, 

they cannot be shared with or used by third parties.  Brigitte will draft wording to be provided 

with the data and will circulate to the board. 

 

10. Registrar update 

To date there are 1,745 swimmers active which is 87% of last year’s at the same time.  

 

11. Treasurer update 

Brigitte indicated the 2016 financial statements were completed and are unreviewed. 

 

12. Other Business 

Nomination form – Carla explained that the nomination form has been updated to include a 

Confidentiality and conflict of interest form.  Brigitte suggested a Nomination committee be 

formed to review candidate submissions.  The committee should be composed of members who 

are not running for the board; of the current board only Brian and Carla could be on the 

committee.  Brigitte will speak with Phil Rogers regarding joining the committee as well.  The 

committee will be helpful if nominations are received in advanced; nominations may be 

submitted at the meeting. 

 

Next meeting: The board agreed the next meeting to scheduled Sunday November 12th at 7pm.  

 

Meeting adjourned at 8:40pm. 

 


